Below is a compilation of text messages from the abandoned cell phone of Army Captain Jose Moreno. The text messages create a picture of the thinking of
CPT Moreno and other Army officers. There are more text messages, but we limited the number to 32 snapshots that clearly describe the depravity and
racism the United States Army can be proud of. Like it or not, this is the unvarnished truth of what goes on in today’s new Army.
#1 - CPT Jose Moreno to Graham Collins wishing his pregnant girlfriend gets hit by a bus.
#2 - CPT Jose Moreno to Graham Collins bragging about sleeping with NCO April Jeffcoat and she is #9 for females he has slept with at the National Guard Bureau (NGB). Graham
Collins is an Army officer. He not only is enjoying this type of behavior but condones it as well.
#3 - CPT Jose Moreno to Joel Bliven responding to his inquiry about Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Ginger Weitholder and her best friend Shannon Monihan who was visiting from
Oregon. CPT Moreno was proudly letting Bliven know he slept with Shannon in Ginger’s bed.
#4 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Ryan Nelson discussing LTC Ginger Weitholder’s best friend Shannon Monihan. LTC Nelson was hanging out with fellow officers to include one Jose
slept with (Army Major Tania Sang). LTC Nelson is inquiring why CPT Moreno had a sad face. CPT Moreno felt bad about sleeping with LTC Weitholder’s best friend on her own
bed while he was having relations with LTC Weitholder. Ginger asked CPT Moreno to “take care” of her friend while she was out of town. LTC Weitholder was still married at this
time as well which means a violation of the UCMJ.
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#5 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Ryan Nelson discussing the 2020 election and how Washington DC is filled with liberals and their hope that President Trump wins. LTC Nelson relays
to CPT Moreno to come back as it is hard for him to meet other guys on grinder. Grinder is the #1 free dating app for gay, bi, trans and queer people to connect.
#6 - LTC Ryan Nelson to CPT Jose Moreno letting him know the steroids are working along with emojis of needles and pills. CPT Moreno gives him advice on needles.
#7 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Ryan Nelson saying it is ok to use the “nigga bite” picture because he is having a black baby. Both seemingly joke about Jews, Hispanics, and Blacks.
#8 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Ryan Nelson bragging about sleeping with Major Tania Sang, Major Jennifer Peebles and Kristi Berry Ann (Morice). LTC Nelson relays there is no way
they don’t know that each other was a conquest of CPT Moreno. CPT Moreno states none of them have indicated they know, and he agreed with each of them that it’s
important the people at work should not know. All worked at the National Guard Bureau (NGB) at the time.
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#9 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic discussing CPT Moreno hanging out with LTC Ginger Weitholder. LTC Tim McCormic states he is the referee and that she isn’t going
to run her mouth and laughs about it (LTC Weitholder is married to an NCO in Oregon National Guard). LTC McCormic reference to a SITREP is their way of bragging about their
conquests with women.
#10 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic discussing LTC Ginger Weitholder again. CPT Moreno stating, he is meeting her in the lobby. They both stayed at the same building.
He is aware she is married and doesn’t wear a ring. LTC Tim McCormic encourages it and states she is in an open marriage and is DTF (Down to Fuck).
#11 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic are both bragging about the number of women they have slept with that work at NGB. They both are Eskimo brothers (they have
slept with the same woman) unintentionally according to LTC McCormic. He then goes on to talk about sleeping with Master Sergeant (MSG) Lorina Kern.
#12 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic asking for a favor to get LTC Ginger Wietholder a position with them. She apparently didn’t like her position, so CPT Moreno
reached out to retiring Aaron Mauffrey to help LTC Weitholder to get a job while having relations with her while she was married. LTC McCormic is sold on her and says he will
put in a word for her due to CPT Moreno’s description and relations with her that he is aware of.
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#13 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic discussing LTC Ginger Weitholder and her asking about him while he is at home with his son and family. LTC
McCormic states he wouldn’t try to run up in a chick that CPT Moreno has a thing for. It would be bad form. It would be like him trying to get with Alexx. She is
also in the Army. LTC Tim McCormic reminds CPT Moreno (who is in a relationship and living with his son’s mother) that he isn’t out of the game but waiting on
the sidelines. To which CPT Moreno laughs.
#14 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic talking about buying him a trophy if he sleeps with the blonde civilian chick. CPT Moreno brags about being with
bad bitches while being a dad and in a relationship. Moreno states he will be “coming out of retirement” like Jordan. In other words, going back to sleeping with
women at NGB.
#15 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic discussing missing hanging out. CPT Moreno states he will be coming back to attract a better breed of women with
a classier game. LTC McCormic states he needs hood rat Jose and states you can’t treat these “hoes” right because they don’t know how to act when you do…
Treat them like shit and they won’t leave you alone. MC.com believes that asshole needs to work at the Department of State.
#16 - LTC Tim McCormic to CPT Jose Moreno enticing him to send a nude photo of Whitney. CPT Moreno thought it was Ginger Weitholder because she has a
tattoo (AKA: tramp stamp) just like that in the same spot. CPT Moreno would know as he had relations with her and her best friend.
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#17 - LTC Tim McCormic to CPT Jose Moreno bragging about sleeping with women and the attorney leaving a period mark on his comforter. This is how both
these Army officers treat women and think it is a game and joke to not even know their names. (Msg. from MC.com, if you must vomit, take a break now.)
#18 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic stating he was looking online and found some legal steroids to purchase. LTC McCormic states he has pins if he gets
some. They also need to get “clomid” for the post cycle therapy too. Clomid is used during Post cycle therapy (PCT) after completing a cycle of anabolic steroids
which is illegal. But legality issues do not seem to bother these Army officers.
#19 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Tim McCormic to tell him he photoshopped his face and LTC Ryan Nelson’s head on the two individuals in the photo. He’s saying,
I’ll have to replace LTC Nelson’s head with yours. It’s a sight to see when military officers act like children.
#20 - CPT Jose Moreno to LTC Ryan Nelson discussing their admin NCO Joy Whitfield’s “fake ass” and what they would do to her. LTC Tim McCormic and CPT Jose
Moreno talking about him and CPT Phil Chapman stalking their admin NCO Joy Whitfield as she was on the list to have sex with.
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#21 - LTC Tim McCormic and CPT Jose Moreno talking about him and CPT Phil Chapman stalking their admin NCO Joy Whitfield as she was on the list to sleep
with.
#22 & #23 - LTC Tim McCormic talking to CPT Jose Moreno asking about his “threesome” with Major Jennifer Peebles and civilian worker Polly Lancaster. Both
women work at NGB. They were both aware of CPT Moreno’s pregnant girlfriend and fully participated anyway. Lancaster says rain check on the bday sex.
#24 - LTC Tim McCormic talking to CPT Jose Moreno discussing events at his promotion party. NCO Melsissa Burgos who works for Major Christine Crawford was
cheating on her boyfriend.
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#25 - LTC Tim McCormic talking to CPT Jose Moreno discussing events at his promotion party. NCO Melsissa Burgos who works for Major Christine Crawford was
cheating on her boyfriend. CPT Christine Kramer was present and has slept with CPT Moreno. LTC Tim McCormic slept with NCO Dawn Steele and Major Sarah
Hernandez. Tensions were high as there were numerous women present as NCO Jason Roth discussed with CPT Moreno.
#26 - LTC Tim McCormic discussing another NGB female Alexx and CPT Moreno bragging about their NGB numbers of women they have slept with.
#27 & #28 - LTC Tim McCormic talking to CPT Jose Moreno discussing Erika Parenti and passing her information over. Their habit of sharing females.
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#29 - LTC Tim McCormic talking to CPT Jose Moreno about Ms. McDill who is the G3 at NGB and writes their Officer Efficiency Reports (OER’s). She was at Tim’s
promotion to LTC.
#30 - Text message from (married) LTC Ginger Weitholder to CPT Jose Moreno. She had an adulterous affair and her best friend slept with CPT Moreno.
#31 - CPT Jose Moreno talking to fellow ranger and father of twins Graham Collins about his conquest of reaching thirteen (13) women at NGB. Lucky 13 being
civilian Polly Lancaster who CPT Moreno had a “threesome” with her and Major Jennifer Peebles. Also discussing Michelle who works with them.
#32 - Graham Collins discussing and argument between CPT Christine Kramer and Major Jennifer Peebles after finding out both were sleeping with CPT Jose
Moreno while his girlfriend was pregnant with their son. Other female officers (including Kristi Berry Ann (Morice) CPT Moreno slept with were present. Major
Tania Sang was sleeping with CPT Moreno too but apparently left.
Graham Collins has also cheated on his partner Nicole and there are texts to verify as she had twins with him, and he cheated on her during and after her
pregnancy and told CPT Moreno about his conquest’s aka AAR’s.
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***THERE ARE MORE OFFICERS AND NCO’s INVOLVED THAT AREN’T LISTED HERE***
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